SM1 [Ø 1.035in-40] SERIES
INTERNAL THREADED THRU
2 SM1RR RETAINING RINGS (INCLUDED)

Ø 0.24in [6.0mm] BORE
FOR USE WITH ER SERIES RODS
4 PLACES

0.24in [6.0mm] BORE
FOR USE WITH ER SERIES RODS
4 PLACES

#4-40 LOCKING SETSCREW (INCLUDED)
0.050in [1.3mm] HEX
2 PLACES, BOTH SIDES

SM1 CARRIAGE LINEAR DISPLACEMENT
0.079in [2.0mm]

GRADUATED ADJUSTER KNOB
1μm TRANSLATIONS PER DIVISION
(50 DIVISIONS PER REVOLUTION)

FOR INFORMATION ONLY
NOT FOR MANUFACTURING PURPOSES